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Abstract

The high frequency communication and high-speed electronic industries are demanding

increasingly more sophisticated CAD software. Approximate calculations combined

with a series of prototypes are becoming less and less practical, if not altogether

impossible, as in the case of integrated circuit design. As the speed and complexity of

electronics continues to escalate, theoretical techniques that are based on various

simplifying approximations to predict the electromagnetic behavior of a device will

become invalid. Rigorous numerical methods that depend heavily on powerful

computers are fast emerging as the tools most likely to meet the needs of electronic

design engineers. The finite difference method is the least analytical of these methods. It

requires only the relevant partial differential equations and boundary conditions. The

mathematical preprocessing is minimal, and the method can be applied to a wide range

of structures including those with odd shapes. The mode matching method is typically

applied to scattering from waveguide discontinuities with well defined boundary
conditions. The thesis proposes a new hybrid method, finite difference mode matching

(FDMM). In FDMM, the structure is sub-divided into regions with uniform cross

section. The orthogonal modes in these regions are found by planar finite difference

techniques. The mode matching technique is then applied to the discretized finite

difference solutions at the discontinuity. The advantages over other methods for

characterizing three-dimensional structures is the discretization is planar and may be

solved one region at a time; and unlike traditional mode matching, can be applied to any

arbitrarily shaped discontinuity. This can give a considerable improvement in flexibility
of application, computation speed and storage efficiency.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Fundamentals

Voltage and current waves are widely encountered in electrical and electronics

technolo�y. The wavelength is characteristic of the amplitude-distance curve and when

the wavelength is very much larger than the physical dimensions of the circuit; the

variations in amplitude may be ignored. When the wavelength is small compared to the

circuit dimensions, then the amplitude-distance variations must be taken into account.

This accounts for many of the differences between microwave and conventional circuit

technology.

The most successful transmission technology at microwave frequencies (above 30Hz) is

the rectangular waveguide. Unlike the coaxial cable used quite successfully at RF (Radio

Frequencies), the rectangular waveguide consists of a hollow rectangular metal tube

with no conductor down the center. The concept of transmitted and returned currents

cannot be used (although currents do flow in the waveguide walls in rather complicated

patterns). Thus the usual variables of voltage and current are of limited use with

microwaves and it becomes necessary to introduce new variables. It is important that



new variables, in a technology context, be relatively easy to measure and this is the case

for the variables introduced.

A general transmission line has primary and secondary line constants. The primary line

constants are the series resistance R, series inductance L, shunt conductance G, and

shunt capacitance C, all determined in "per unit length" values. The secondary line

constants are the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance.

The propagation constant determines the exponential rate of change with distance for a

sinusoidal signal being propagated along a uniform, infinite line. The propagation

constant is a complex quantity that may be written as

'Y =a + j� (1.1.1)

where a is known as the attenuation constant, and � is known as the phase-shift

constant. For a lossless (a = 0), infinite transmission line, if � is real the signal

propagates indefinitely, if � is complex the signal is evanescent and decays

exponentially.

The characteristic impedance is the equivalent impedance of an infinite length

transmission line. It is used as a normalizing number in the formulation of scattering

variables and scattering parameters that replace, as mentioned previously, the

conventional variables voltage and current.
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(1.1.4)

Scattering variables and scattering parameters (S-parameters) are especially useful in

dealing with microwave circuits because they are related to signal power flow rather

than voltages and currents directly. Generally, electric and magnetic field strengths are

measured, rather than voltages and currents, and scattering variables allow a generalized

approach to be used. Scattering variables have a distinct advantage in microwave work

because they are measured in a matched impedance system, in contrast to the open- and

short-circuit measurements made for other available network parameters, measurements

that can be very difficult to make at microwave frequencies.

Figure 1.1.1 shows a very simple two-port network, consisting of a length I of

transmission line. The indicated voltage polarities and current directions are all

important and the values are the complex rms values of sinusoidal functions. This may

be generalized to an n-port network. The net average power flowing into a port is

(1.1.2)

At any port n, the voltage and current can be synthesized by an incident scattering

variable all and a reflected scattering variable bn defined such that

v+
_

II

all -

.JZ:
(1.1.3)

where v,,+ is the incident voltage wave, and

3



where V,,- is the reflected voltage wave. The normalized voltage V" /Fa is then equal

to (an + b,,), and the normalized current InFa is equal to (a'l - bll)·

These definitions appear somewhat abstract; however, their justification lies in their

applicability to power flow and to measurable quantities readily obtained at microwave

frequencies. Applying Equation (1.1.2) gives

P', = I a,J -I b,J (1.1.5)

where I a 1112 is the incident power and Ibn 12 is the reflected or transmitted power at port

n.

I

..

+

�

PORT 1 PORT 2

Figure 1.1.1: Two-port network.
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r=�
II

all

(1.1.6)

The reflection coefficient at a port is defined as

The impedance of a port is defined as

Z =
V"

II
•

III
(1.1.7)

The normalized impedance is defined as

Z
Z =_"

II Zo'
(1.1.8)

The relationship between the impedance and the reflection coefficient can be shown to

be

r-r;
Z =--

II

l=-F
II

(1.1.9)

and

T =
ZII -1

II
1ZII +

(1. 1. lOa)

or

r =
ZII -Zo

II

ZII +Zo'
(1. 1. lOb)
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From Equation (1.1.10) it can be seen that the reflection coefficient in terms of

scattering variables is the same as the voltage reflection coefficient defined for

conventional transmission lines provided that the normalizing number Z
a
is identified

with the characteristic impedance of the line as defined earlier.

Figure 1.1.2 shows the general representation of a two-port network. The network is

linear therefore the reflected variable at a given port will be the algebraic sum of two

components, the component originating from the incident variable at the port, and the

component transmitted through the network from the other incident variable. The

network can be modeled by the following scattering equations:

(1.1.11)

(1.1.12)

where Sl1' S12' and so on, are known as the scattering parameters. The scattering

parameters are the elements of a scattering matrix S. The scattering equation for an n

port network inmatrix form is

b e Sa (1.1.13)

The scattering parameters can be measured when the network is impedance matched for

zero reflections. These terminations, unlike the open-circuit and short-circuit

6



terminations required for other system parameters (such as hybrid-parameters and Y-

parameters), do not lead to instability and unwanted oscillation at microwave

frequencies.

The scattering variables can be measured using directional couplers and wattmeters and

the scattering parameters calculated from these.

LINEAR

TW'O-PORT

NETW'ORK

PORT 1 PORT 2

Figure 1.1.2: General representation of a two-port network.

As previously stated, above 3 GHz, the transmission of electromagnetic waves along

coax cables becomes difficult, mainly because of dielectric losses and ohmic losses in

the conductors themselves. It is, however, possible to transmit waves efficiently down

metallic tubes or waveguides, the most common being the rectangular waveguide.

Induced currents in the walls of the waveguide still give rise to power losses but these

are minimized by specially plating the inner walls for minimum resistance. Because of

7
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the skin effect, the induced currents are concentrated near the inner surface of the guide

walls.

Except for specifically determining transmission losses, the walls of waveguides may be

considered to be perfect conductors. The mode of propagation of the electromagnetic

wave along a guide is determined by the boundary conditions imposed by the conducting

walls. First, the electric fields must terminate normally on the conductor (the tangential

component must be zero). Second, the magnetic fields must lie entirely tangentially

along the conducting walls (the normal component must be zero). Knowing these

boundary conditions is the key to the method of analysis being studied in this thesis.

These boundary conditions preclude the possibility of a rectangular waveguide

supporting a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave propagation, since the magnetic

field is at right angles to the direction of propagation and would therefore terminate

normally to the walls, which is impossible. A possible solution is for the magnetic field

to form loops along the direction of propagation, these loops lying parallel to two

opposing walls and tangentially to the other two. The electric field would then lie

entirely in the plane transverse to the direction of propagation, terminating normally into

the walls or reducing to zero strength tangentially to the walls. These are referred to as

transverse electric (TE) modes or H modes, since there is only magnetic field in the

direction of propagation. Transverse Magnetic (TM) modes or E modes have only

electric field in the direction of propagation.



Subscripts are used to denote the number of half-cycles of variation which occur along

the a -side (wider) and b -side (narrower). If one half-cycle of transverse electric field

variation occurs across the a -side and none across the b -side, the mode is referred to as

the TE 10 mode. The TE 10 mode is the dominant mode in waveguide transmission since it

permits the lowest frequency transmissions along the waveguide. Unless otherwise

stated this is the assumed mode of operation for discussions about waveguides.

The TE mode may be visualized as criss-crossing TEM modes (see Figure 1.1.3) that

add vectorially to produce zero normal components at the conducting boundaries. The

magnetic field loops thus formed occupy a distance of one halfwavelength Ag /2 in the

guide, where Ag is referred to as the guide wavelength. This is different from the

wavelength Ao of an individual TEM wave, the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation

in the unguided media. The phase velocity of the TE wave is then given by

(1.1.14)

From the geometry of Figure 1.1.3 (see Figure 1.1.4) it can be seen that

A
cosS =_0

2a'
(1.1.15)

.

A
sinS =_0

A
'

g

(1.1.16)

and
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Figure 1.1.3: Visualization ofTE mode.

Figure 1.1.4: TE mode geometry.



(1. 1. 17a)

or

1 1 1

A!
=

A�
-

(2a)
.

(1.1.17b)

From Equation (1.1.17) it is seen that when Ao = 2a, the guide wavelength becomes

infinite. This corresponds to TEM waves bouncing from side to side with no velocity

component directed along the guide. This wavelength represents the longest wavelength

that can be introduced to the guide, for which a TE mode will be generated, and is

referred to as the cutoff wavelength, Ac. Written in terms of wavenumber, Equation

(1.1.1 7b) becomes

(1.1.18)

It may also be seen from Figure 1.1.3 and Figure 1.1.4 that the group velocity of the TE

wave is the component of the TEM wave velocity in the direction of propagation along

the guide:

(1.1.19)
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c A
v =--=c__§_.
P sine Ao

(1.1.20)

From Equations (1.1.14) and (1.1.16) it is seen that the phase velocity is

Combining Equations (1.1.19) and (1.1.20) gives

(1.1.21)

The wave impedance of the guide is defined as the ratio of the transverse components of

the electric and magnetic fields. For the dominant TE mode the entire electric field is

transverse, along dimension b , while it can be seen from Figure 1.1.4 that the transverse

component of H lies along dimension a and is

HI = Hsine . (1.1.22)

Hence the wave impedance of this TE mode is

z =
E

n Hsine'
(1.1.23a)

(1.1.23b)

or

(1.1.23c)
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This wave impedance may be used in a manner analogous to the characteristic

impedance of conventional transmission lines.

The traveling-wave pattern or group-wave pattern in the guide is time-invariant; that is,

the pattern appears to keep its shape as it moves along the guide. At a given cross

section in the guide, as magnetic loops of alternating polarity pass by, currents are

induced in the walls of the guide at right angles to the magnetic field. The current pattern

builds up and decays as the TE wave sweeps by at group velocity, with the conduction

current itself flowing at speeds determined by ohm's law and charge carrier densities.

The conduction current is sourced and terminates in a displacement current through the

center of the magnetic loops.

1.2 Literature Review

The numerical characterization ofmicrowave structures has received increasing interest

in the last couple of decades. The use of finite difference formulae for the solution of

partial differential equations goes back possibly as far as Boltzmann (1892), according

to Thorn [1] who did considerable work developing the technique in the 1920's and

1930's. Thorn's book on field computations in engineering and physics is an excellent

treatment of the developments prior to 1960 [1]. While at Bell Telephone Laboratories

(1965), Schneider published a paper on the determination of TEM mode fields for a

shielded strip transmission line [2]. Schneider used finite difference methods to solve

Laplace's equation and obtained the impedance and attenuation by integrating the field

13
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gradients and the squares of field gradients over the boundaries. As well, he optimized

attenuation by placing dielectrics such that high field regions were avoided. In 1966,

Davies described a finite difference method for the numerical solution of uniform

hollow waveguides with boundaries of arbitrary shape [3]. Davies was able to determine

the field distributions, the cutoff frequencies, and the characteristic impedances of the

dominant TE and TM modes for any uniform loss-free waveguide with homogeneous

isotropic filling. Yee was, in 1966, a pioneer in the application of finite difference

techniques to the characterization of a three-dimensional structure [4]. Yee directly

applied the method to Maxwell's equations. At Alberta Government Telephones in

1967, Muilwyk described a method, based on Davies work [3], for the finite difference

solution of rectangular waveguide junctions and discontinuities of arbitrary cross-section

[5]. Muilwyk's method was limited, however, to structures with uniform cross-section in

the broad or narrow transverse direction, so that the boundary value problem might be

treated as two-dimensional. Wexler renewed interest in the mode matching method

when he published his paper on solution ofwaveguide discontinuities by modal analysis

in 1967 [6]. Wexler presented a general method for the analysis ofwaveguide junctions

and diaphragms by summing orthogonal modes of propagation, resulting in solutions for

the scattered modes. Because the interaction effects of dominant and higher modes

between discontinuities were allowed, finite-length obstructions could be studied.

Solutions were found without any prior knowledge about the total fields existing at the

discontinuity. In 1968, Beaubien and Wexler described a finite difference method for

higher order waveguide modes [7]. Normally the matrix defining the system of linear

equations obtained from the finite difference method is positive definite only for the



dominant mode. Beaubien and Wexler redefined the problem such that the matrix was

positive definite for all modes. Sinnott, in a paper on finite difference solution of

microwave circuit problems (1969), describes a similar redefinition of the problem using

variational methods [8]. In 1974, Mur described a finite difference method for the

numerical solution of electromagnetic waveguide discontinuity problems involving

cascaded uniform and non-uniform sections [9]. He applied the method of boundary

relaxation, using finite difference techniques in the non-uniform sections of the

waveguide and using modal representations of the field in the uniform sections of the

waveguide. During the same year Albani published a method characterizing arbitrarily

shaped structures by directly discretizing Maxwell's equations using finite difference

techniques [10]. Safavi-Naini and MacPhie (1982) found exact solutions to rectangular

to-rectangular EH-plane junctions using mode matching and the principle of complex

power conservation [11]. Shih followed this up in 1983 with details on the numerical

convergence of mode matching solutions to rectangular EH-plane step-type

discontinuities [12]. In 1986, Bierwirth published a finite difference analysis oflayered

dielectric waveguide structures for integrated circuits in the millimeter-wave and optical

frequency range [13]. In the same year, Choi described the application of the finite

difference method in the time domain to the solution of three-dimensional eigenvalue

problems [14]. A year later, Christ applied the finite difference method to three

dimensional structures specifically for the analysis of microwave-embedding [15]. He

developed software that permitted the evaluation of electromagnetic fields inside

arbitrary transmission-line connecting structures as well as the evaluation of junction

scattering matrices. In 1988, Whealton used the finite difference scheme to determine

15



the electromagnetic fields of eigenmodes in cavities with arbitrary shape [16]. Also that

year, an analysis of arbitrarily shaped two-dimensional microwave circuits by the finite

difference time domain method was published by Gwarek [17]. His method was

specifically adapted to the needs of scattering matrix circuit analysis. At the same time,

Shibata published a three-dimensional full-wave finite difference electromagnetic field

analysis in the time domain of microstrip circuits [18]. He successfully applied the

technique to side-coupled microstrip filters. In 1990, Bornemann characterized double-

step discontinuities in rectangular waveguides using a modified TE:n mode matching

approach, improving convergence without sacrificing accuracy [19]. Five years later,

Shen and MacPhie described an improved mode matching method for two cascaded

junctions and applied it to iris coupled waveguide cavity filters [20]. Presently, at the

Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, Cole is investigating non-standard finite

difference schemes on coarse grids [21]. He has shown improvements in accuracy of

10,000 times over standard methods on a coarse grid; this with increased speed due to

fewer grid-points despite increased computational load per grid-point.

1.3 Objectives

The high frequency communication and high-speed electronic industries are demanding

increasingly more sophisticated CAD software. Approximate calculations combined

with a series of prototypes are becoming less and less practical, if not altogether

impossible, as in the case of integrated circuit design. As the speed and complexity of

electronics continues to escalate, theoretical techniques that are based on various

16
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simplifying approximations to predict the electromagnetic behavior of a device will

become invalid. Rigorous numerical methods that depend heavily on powerful

computers are fast emerging as the tools most likely to meet the needs of electronic

design engineers.

In the communications industry, as the RF spectrum fills, manufacturers will look

increasingly to higher frequencies and smaller devices to meet consumers needs for

performance and low cost. In the computer industry, clock frequencies are rapidly

approaching the gigahertz. At these frequencies/speeds even short transmission lines act

as transformers and antennae, with the resulting electromagnetic interference and cross

talk making circuit behavior difficult to predict with traditional circuit analysis methods.

The new circuit analysis tools are based on 3D field analysis usmg a variety of

numerical algorithms including finite difference method (FDM), finite element and

boundary element method (FEM and BEM), method ofmoments (MOM), transmission

line matrix method (TLM), finite element and finite difference time domain method

(FETM and FDTD), mode matching method (MM), and combinations of these methods.

The finite difference method is the least analytical of these methods. It requires only the

relevant partial differential equations and boundary conditions. The mathematical

preprocessing is minimal, and the method can be applied to a wide range of structures

including those with odd shapes. Open regions, large numbers of grid-points for three-



dimensional structures, and rectangular grids that must lie on the boundary are obvious

weaknesses.

In the finite element method, instead of partial differential equations and boundary

conditions, corresponding functionals are set up and variational expressions are applied

to small areas or volumes subdividing the structure. The grid need not be uniform or

rectangular, making it easy to fit arbitrarily shaped structures. A problem of FEM,

however, is the existence of spurious zeros that do not correspond to physical field

structures. Open regions, and the large number of grid-points needed for three

dimensional structures, can also be problems.

More recently the boundary element method has been proposed. The equations for the

volume are converted to surface integral equations using Green's identity. The surface

integral equation is then applied to the discretized surface in a technique similar to FEM.

The advantage ofBEM is reduced storage requirements and increased speed.

The method ofmoments is a popular method for the approximate linear expansion of a

differential or an integral operator equation in terms of a set of basis functions.

Variations of the method differ in the weighting functions used for determining the

coefficients in the expansion. The method can be slow and inefficient if the selection of

basis functions is substantially different from the correct solution.

18
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In the transmission line matrix method, the field problem is converted to a three

dimensional equivalent network problem. The method is more useful for the simulation

of wave phenomena in time than it is for characterization of structures. The region is

discretized into a three-dimensional lattice of inductance and capacitance with constant

period. Boundary conditions are realized by open-circuiting and short-circuiting shunt

nodes. The time domain response is obtained, and the frequency response is found by

Fourier transform. Because the lattice is periodic, a typical passband-stopband

phenomenon appears that may cause difficulties.

Time domain variations of FDM and FEM are also popular. In both cases, a finite

difference scheme is used to discretize time. Care must be taken to ensure that temporal

increments are comparable to spatial increments.

The mode matching method is typically applied to scattering in waveguiding structures

due to discontinuities. The fields on both sides of the discontinuity are expanded in

terms of analytically derived normal modes in the respective regions. Relationships

between amplitude coefficients of these modes are found that ensure fields are

continuous and meet boundary conditions at the discontinuity. These relationships are

used to determine the characteristics of the structure. Problems arise in finding closed

form expressions for the normal modes of anything but the simplest structures.

The objective of this thesis is to describe a new hybrid method, finite difference mode

matching (FDMM). In FDMM, the structure is sub-divided into regions with uniform



cross-section. The orthogonal modes in these regions are found by planar finite

difference techniques. The mode matching technique is applied to find the relationship

between modal coefficients in each region and subsequently the characteristics of the

structure. The advantage over other methods for characterizing three-dimensional

structures is the discretization is planar and may be solved one region at a time. This

gives a considerable improvement in computation speed and storage efficiency. The

regional two-dimensional solutions are coupled by the mode matching method and

cascaded using the generalized scattering matrix method.

20
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Chapter 2: The Mode Matching Method

2.1 Introduction

The mode matching method is a technique for characterizing a single discontinuity in a

waveguide. The technique is useful when the geometry of the structure can be described

as a junction of two regions, each with a separable coordinate system. That is, in each

region there exist well-defined solutions to Maxwell's equations that satisfy all the

boundary conditions except at the junction. Preferably, these solutions are orthonormal

or normal modes.

The first step in the procedure is to expand the unknown fields in each region in terms of

their respective normal modes. Since the functional form of the modes is known, the

problem is to determine the relationship between modal coefficients associated with the

field expansions in each region. Using the orthogonality property of the modes, an

infinite set of simultaneous linear equations for the unknown modal coefficients is

generated. These sets of equations may be solved for the scattering parameters that

characterize the structure.



Generally, an infinite set of equations can not be solved exactly and approximations

must be made using techniques such as truncation and iteration.

2.2 H-Plane Discontinuity

For illustration purposes, the mode matching method will be described in detail for the

symmetric H-plane step discontinuity (refer to Figure 2.2.1) used to verify the finite

difference mode matching method developed in this thesis. The a and c -side are along

the x-axis, the b -side is parallel to the y-axis, and the center-line of the hollow

waveguide is aligned with the z-axis (refer to Figure 2.2.1 for the seperable coordinate

system in each region).

The normal modes must satisfy Maxwell's equations in each region:

V·B=O (2.2.1 a)

V·D=p (2.2.1b)

aD
VxH=J+

at
(2.2.1c)

aB
VxE=-

at
(2.2.1d)

where, in free space with dielectric permittivity eo = 8.854xI0-12 coulN -rn and

magnetic permeability Ilo = 41t x l 0-7 V - sec/A - m ,
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z
z

D=E E
o (2.2.2)

and

(2.2.3)

y y

x

Figure 2.2.1: H-plane discontinuity in a rectangular waveguide.

Since there are no conduction currents (J) in free space, Ampere's Law (2.2.1c) may be

rewritten as

aE
VXH=Eo-'at

(2.2.4)

Taking the curl of Equation (2.2.4) and combining the result with Gauss's Law for

magnetic fields (2.2.1a) and Faraday's Law (2.2.1d) gives

(2.2.5)
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For time-harmonic magnetic fields,

H = H(x,y,z)e+j(l)t (2.2.6)

and Equation (2.2.5) becomes the Helmholtz equation

(2.2.7)

For TE modes Hz '# 0 and E, = 0, therefore Hz is guessed to be of the form

. (m1tx) (n1ty) +," zH = A SIn -- cos -- e-Jl'mn
z mil

a b
.

(2.2.8)

Substituting Equation (2.2.8) into Equation (2.2.7) gives the following result:

A = (k2 _e)1/2I-'mn 0 C
(2.2.9)

and

(2.2.10)

Hz and E
z
are now determined. The remaining field components may be found by

expanding Maxwell's curl Equations (2.2.1c,d) in rectangular coordinates and, based on

(2.2.8), substituting the form

(2.2.1'1)
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for each of the unknown field components Hx,Hy'Ex, and Ey. With a little algebraic

manipulation this determines the remaining field components:

(2.2.12)

(2.2.13)

E - .L [_ aH
z + A

aE
z ]x

-

k;
(l) u,

ay
- tJ mil

aX
(2.2.14)

(2.2.15)

The derivation of field components for TM modes is similar only the roles of E and H

are reversed.

Expanding Equation (2.2.15) in terms of the forms for a rectangularwaveguide gives

(2.2.16)

and

u, = YmllEy, (2.2.17)

where the wave admittance Ymll is given by Equation (1.1.23a), that is
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(2.2.18)

The resulting transverse normal modes for the structure of Figure 2.2.1, after

normalization and simplification of Equation (2.2.16), are given by the following

relations at z = 0 :

{2 (prex)<Pa,po =v; cos -a-
(2.2.19)

where m ---t p in the wide ( a-side) region, and

o, qO
=

(2 cos(qre x) for Ixl < �
,v; c 2

(2.2.20)

<Pc,qO =0 for Ixl;:::�2

where m ---t q in the narrow (c -side) region. The fact that this structure will not

introduce field variations in the y-direction (n = 0 always) for an incident TEIO mode

has been used to simplify these normal modes or basis vectors.

The transverse electric field at the discontinuity is the sum of incident, reflected, and

transmitted fields on both sides. The fields on each side are expanded as infinite series in

terms of the normal modes for an infinite waveguide with the cross-section of that side.

The incident field in the wide ( a -side) region is
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00

L A;,po <I>a,pO .

p=!

(2.2.21)

The reflected or transmitted field in the wide ( a -side) region is

00

L A;po <I> a,pO .

p=!

(2.2.22)

The incident field in the narrow ( c -side) region is

00

L A;qo <I> c,qO .

q=!

(2.2.23)

The reflected or transmitted field in the narrow ( c -side) region is

00

L A;'qO <I> c,qO .

q=!

(2.2.24)

The transverse electric field is continuous at the discontinuity, therefore the incident plus

reflected or transmitted field from the wide side must equal the incident plus reflected or

transmitted field from the narrow side. That is

i(A;,po +A�,po)<I>a,po = i(A;qo +A;'qo)<I>c,qo'
p=! q=!

(2.2.25)

Using the property of orthogonality, the inner product with the normal modes for the a-

side waveguide is applied to both sides of Equation (2.2.25) to obtain the series
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expansion of the modal coefficients for the a -side in terms of the modal coefficients for

the c-side of the discontinuity, that is

(2.2.26)

This may be expressed in matrix form as

(2.2.27)

where

(2.2.28)

and

0/2

J <I>a,pO • <I> c,qO dx
H = _-_0/_2 _

pq 0/2

J <l>a,pO • <Pa,pO dx
-0/2

(2.2.29)

are the elements of the coupling matrix H.

Similarly, the transverse magnetic field at the discontinuity is expanded in terms of these

modes and forced continuous by the transmitted and reflected modal coefficients in each

region to get
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(2.2.30)

Explicitly, the coupling matrix (2.2.29) for the symmetric H-plane discontinuity shown

in Figure 2.2.1 is given by

2
c/2

H =
& _f�OS(UX)COS(VX)dx

pq
2

a/2

- fcos(ux) cos(ux)dxa
-a/2

(2.2.31)

where

pre
u=-

a

qre
v=-

e

(2.2.32)

and p,q = 1,3,5 ... since odd modes are excluded by structural symmetry. Solving for

(2.2.31) gives

H =
/c

pq v-;; for u = v
(2.2.33)

2 [( ) . (ev-eu) ( )
. (ev+eu J�Hpq =

�(V2 _u2)
v+u sm

2
+ v-u sm

2 U
(2.2.34)

2 [. (ev) (eu) . (eu) (ev J�=

�(V2 _u2)
2vsm

2""
cos
2

-2usm
2

cos 2"" U

q+l ue

4(-I)Tvcos -

2
for u =t v.
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In order to determine the scattering parameters, Equations (2.2.27) and (2.2.30) need to

be rewritten in the scattering matrix form of Equation (1.1.13), that is

(2.2.35)

If there are no incident fields from one side of the discontinuity ( c -side), then Equation

(2.2.27) and Equation (2.2.30) may be written as follows:

(2.2.36)

(2.2.37)

Equations (2.2.36) and (2.2.37) may be solved simultaneously and [s 21] and [s 11]

determined:

[S21]= 2(HtYaH+ YctHtYa
[S11]= H[S21]- u.

(2.2.38)

(2.2.39)

Similarly, if there are no incident fields from the other side of the discontinuity (a -side),

[s 12 land [s 22] may be determined:

(2.2.40)

(2.2.41)
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(2.2.43)

The matrix in Equation (2.2.35) whose sub-matrices are determined by Equations

(2.2.38) through (2.2.41) is called a generalized or modal scattering matrix. If two

modes are considered in each region, the modal scattering matrix contains the following

elements:

s=

Sll (1,2)l
Sll (2,2)J
s21(1,2)l
S21 (2,2)J

(2.2.42)

For example, the scattering parameter S21 (2,1) represents the transmission coefficient

S21 of the second mode (TE2o) in the narrow region of Figure 2.2.1 when the first mode

(TEIO) in the wide region is the incident field. The structure may be visualized as having

two physical ports but as many electrical ports as modes that are included on each side

of the discontinuity.

The generalized scattering matrix of a lossless reciprocal multiport is symmetric and

orthogonal [22], that is

This condition is particularly useful for verifying computer algorithms.

The generalized scattering matrix is exact only if an infinite number ofmodes are used

in each region. In general, good agreement with measurements can be obtained with less
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than 50 modes, and fastest convergence can be obtained when the ratios of modes to

physical size in each region are equal [12].

Cascaded discontinuities can be modeled by multiplying transmission matrices,

however, this procedure is potentially unstable due to exponentials with positive real

arguments which appear in the transmission matrices of uniform regions of finite length

[23]. Therefore, S-matrices are used.

If two two-ports with scattering matrices S A and S B
are cascaded (Figure 2.2.2), the

submatrices of the resulting matrix STare:

(2.2.44a)

(2.2.44b)

T B W A

S21 = S21 S21 (2.2.44c)

(2.2.44d)

where

(A B )-1W = U - S22 Sll • (2.2.45)

This procedure requires only one matrix inversion [23].

The admittance of the dominant mode normalized with respect to the impedance of the

incident region is
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(2.2.46)

This relation is useful for verifying the scattering matrix model for structures that have

experimentally determined admittances. The H-plane discontinuity is inductive and may

be modeled by the circuit in Figure 2.2.3.

D

Figure 2.2.2: Cascaded S-matrices.
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- jB

Figure 2.2.3: H-plane discontinuity equivalent circuit.
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Chapter 3: The Finite Difference Method

3.1 Introduction

The finite difference method has many variations, however they are all based on

approximations that permit replacing differential equations by finite difference

equations. The finite difference equations are algebraic in form; they relate the value of

the dependant variable at a point in the field to values at a finite number of neighboring

points. The method involves, essentially, three steps:

• Dividing the field into a grid ofnodes.

• Replacing the differential equation with a set of linear algebraic equations relating

the field value at each node to the values of its neighboring nodes.

• Solving the set of algebraic equations subject to any boundary and/or initial

conditions.

The most common grid pattern is a rectangular grid with equal periodicity in all

dimensions.



The replacement of differential equations with algebraic equations involves estimating

derivatives numerically. First derivatives may be estimated with a forward (3.1.1),

backward (3.1.2), or central (3.1.3) difference formula:

f)xJ: f(xo +Llx)- f(xJ
Llx

(3.1.1)

f)xJ: f(xJ- f(xo -Ax)
Llx

(3.1.2)

(3.1.3)

Using the definition of the first derivative, the second derivative can also be estimated:

fxx(xJ: fx(xo +LlxI2)- fx(xo -LlxI2)
Llx

(3.1.4a)

(3.1.4b)

A more general approach is to use the Taylor's series

1 1
f(xo +Llx)= f(XJ+Llxf)xJ+-(Llx} fxx(xJ+-(AxY fxxx(xJ+ ...

2! 3!
(3.1.5)

and

(3.1.6)

Adding Equations (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) gives
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(3.1.7)

where O(Axt is the order of the error introduced by truncating the series. If this is

written explicitly in terms of fxx (xo ), Equation (3 .IAb) is the result.

Similarly, subtracting Equations (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) gives Equation (3.1.3) with an error

that is O(Axr .

If the infinite Taylor series were retained, an exact solution could be obtained. This is

not practical and, fortunately, not necessary for good results.

For two-dimensional fields cp (x, y), a uniform grid with a spatial increment or mesh size

of Ax = �y = h is formed where

x=ih (3.1.8a)

y=jh (3.1.8b)

for i, j = 0,1,2, ... , and

cp (x, y)= cp(jh, jh) = cp(j,j). (3.1.9)

Equations (3.1.10) through (3. 1. 13) show useful finite difference approximations for the

first and second derivative of cp (i, j ):

'" (i .)=CP(j+1,j)-cp(j-1,j)'I'x ,J
2h

(3.1.10)
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'" (i .)= <!>(i,j+l)-<!>(i,j-l)'I'y ,J
2h

(3.1.11)

'" (.. )= <!>(i+l,j)-2<!>(i,j)+<!>(i-l,j)
'I'xx 1,J h2

(3.1.12)

'" (.. )= <!>(i,j + 1)- 2<!>(i,j)+<!>(i,j -1)
'I')'V 1, J h2

•

(3.1.13)

These approximations can be used as building blocks for partial differential operators,

such as the Laplace operator, that are useful in electromagnetics:

(3.1.14)

V2<!> = [<!>(i+l,j)+<!>(i-l,j)+<!>(i,{+I)+<!>(i,j-l)]-4<!>(i,j).h
(3.1.15)

An alternate fourth order approximation for the Laplace operator [24] is

[<!>(i + l,j -1)+<!>(i -1,j -1)+<!>(i -1,j + 1)+<!>(i + l,j + 1)]+
V2", =

4 [<!>(i + l,j )+<!>(i -1,j )+<!>(i,j + 1)+<!>(i,j -1)]- 20<!>(i,j)
'I' h2

(3.1.16)

The accuracy and stability of finite difference techniques is also important. Accuracy

relates to the closeness of an approximate solution to the exact solution. Stability relates

to the technique's ability to converge when solved iteratively.
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The three primary sources of error are modeling errors, truncation (or discretization)

errors, and roundoff errors. Modeling errors are introduced when the partial differential

equations used to describe the fields are approximate. Truncation errors arise because

the finite difference approximations at a node are based on infinite series (such as the

Taylor series already discussed). Roundoff errors are contributed by the finite precision

of the computer system used to solve the set of algebraic equations that is generated by

the method. The truncation error decreases with decreasing mesh size h, while the

roundoff error increases with decreasing mesh size. This results in total error being

minimized for in intermediate value ofmesh size.

An iterative algorithm will be stable if the error at one stage produces a smaller

cumulative error at the next stage. Generally, this constrains the relation between mesh

sizes for the variables or dimensions. For spatial dimensions only, stability is ensured by

Ax= 8y= h.

For relatively small systems of linear equations, a solution may be found directly. Two

commonly used methods are Gauss's Elimination Method and Cholesky's

Decomposition Method.

Gauss's method involves eliminating one unknown at a time. This leads to a set of

simultaneous equations that can be arranged in triangular form. A solution is found for

the equation with a single unknown and the remaining unknowns are found by back

substitution.



Cholesky's method involves determining a lower triangular matrix that will convert the

original system to an upper triangular matrix system. The result is the same as Gauss's

method, a system of equations that can be solved by back-substitution.

For very large systems, direct methods become time consuming and inaccurate due to

roundoff error. Indirect or iterative methods provide an alternative. Popular techniques,

in order of increasing complexity, include Jacobi's Method, Gauss-Seidal Method, Over

Relaxation Methods, and Gradient Methods.

Jacobi's Method is the simplest. The system is rearranged so that the ith equation is

explicit in Xi. This gives an explicit solution for the field in terms of all the node values.

Initially a guess is used for the node values, and subsequently the resulting explicit

solution is used until convergence to the desired accuracy is achieved.

The Gauss-Seidal Method is similar to the Jacobi Method, except that Gauss-Seidal

immediately feeds new values of the explicit solution back into the system as node

values. The Jacobi Method waits until the next iteration. The result is faster

convergence.

Over Relaxation Methods are slight modifications to the Gauss-Seidel Method in order

to improve convergence. The explicit value for a node is set equal to the previous value
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for the node plus between one and two times the change in value that the Gauss-Seidel

Method predicts.

The previous iterative methods are broadly referred to as stationary. Gradient methods

are referred to as non-stationary. They have the fastest convergence ofpopular methods.

A set of n simultaneous equations may be solved by finding the position of the minimum

of an error function defined over an n-dimensional space. Each iteration, a trial set of

values for the nodes is used to generate a new set corresponding to a lower value of the

error function. The conjugate gradient algorithm has quadratic convergence; it converges

to the true solution in a number of iterations that is less than or equal to the number of

unknowns.

Details of these methods may be found in any good book on numerical analysis or linear

algebra [25] [26] [27].

3.2 Waveguides

The determination of electromagnetic fields in waveguides has already been addressed

in the chapter on mode matching. However, solutions to the Helmholtz Equation (2.2.5)

were easily expressed in closed form in terms of known functions. This is not always

possible. For arbitrary geometry, an analytical solution is often impractical or

impossible. Finite difference schemes are well suited, on the other hand, because the

solution regions are closed and the boundary conditions are well defined.
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The Helmholtz Equation (2.2.7) is

(3.2.1)

where <!> = Ez
for TM modes or <!> = Hz for TE modes.

The wavenumber ko, Equation (2.2.9), is defined by the following relation:

(3.2.2)

At cutoff in the waveguide, the propagation constant � = 0, and standing waves or

eigenmodes resonate between the transverse boundaries of the structure with no

propagation component in the axial direction. It is seen, from Equation (3.2.1) and

Equation (3.2.2), that the eigenvalue associated with each eigenmode is the

corresponding cutoffwavenumber squared. Finding the normal modes in the structure is,

mathematically, an eigenvalue problem in linear algebra. Equation (3.2.1) becomes

(3.2.3)

To apply the finite difference method to the solution of Equation (3.2.3), the transverse

cross-section is discretized by a suitable square mesh. Equation (3.1.15) is applied to

Equation (3.2.3) to get

<!>(i + l,j )+<!>(i -1,j )+<!>(i,j + 1)+<!>(i,j -1)- (4 - k; h2 )<!>(i,j)= o. (3.2.4)
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(A-AU)q, = 0 (3.2.5)

Equation (3.2.4) applies to all the free or interior nodes. At the boundary, the Dirichlet

condition (q, = 0) is applied for TM modes and the Neumann condition (aq, / an = 0) is

applied for TE modes. The Dirichlet condition can be implemented directly by

substituting a value of zero for all boundary nodes. The Neumann condition can be

approximated with a simplified "mirroring" approach. Exterior nodes adjacent to a'

boundary node are set equal to the collinear interior node a distance 2h away. The

boundary nodes are then treated as additional free or interior nodes.

By applying Equation (3.2.4) to all m mesh nodes in the waveguide cross-section, m

simultaneous equations, each in m unknowns, result. These simultaneous equations can

be expressed in matrix form as

where A is an m X m sparse matrix of known integer elements, q, is the eigenvector,

and

(3.2.6)

is the eigenvalue.

3.3 Eigenproblems

An m x m matrix A is said to have an m -element eigenvector X and corresponding

eigenvalue A if
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AX=AX. (3.3.1)

If the zero vector is not considered to be an eigenvector, then Equation (3.3.1) can hold

only if

detjA-AUj = o. (3.3.2)

Equation (3.3.2), if expanded out, is an m th degree polynomial in A whose roots are the

eigenvalues. This proves that there are always m (not necessarily distinct) eigenvalues.

Equal eigenvalues from multiple roots are called degenerate.

Equations (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) also prove that everyone of the m eigenvalues has a (not

necessarily distinct) corresponding eigenvector. If A is set to an eigenvalue, then

detjA - AUj is zero. Every singular matrix has at least one nonzero vector in its

nullspace.

If 8 UX is subtracted from both sides ofEquation (3.3.1), that is

(A - 8 U) X = (A - 8 )X, (3.3.3)

it is found that the eigenvalues of any matrix can be shifted by a constant 8 . The

eigenvectors are unchanged by this shift. Shifting is an important part of many
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AX=AX (3.3.4)

algorithms for solving eigenproblems. Any eigenvalue can be shifted to zero, or any zero

eigenvalue can be shifted away from zero.

Eigenproblems can be solved by either direct or indirect methods. In direct methods,

such as Jacobi's method, the relevant matrix elements are stored and an explicit

procedure is used to determine some or all of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Indirect

methods are essentially iterative, with generated values eventually converging to a

solution. The most commonly used iterative method is the Power Method.

Jacobi's Method

Jacobi's method is one of the most reliable methods for solving eigenproblems. It finds

all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors simultaneously with excellent accuracy by

transforming a symmetric matrix A into a diagonal matrix having the same eigenvalues

as A. This is done by eliminating one pair of off-diagonal elements of A at a time. If

Equation (3.3.1) is rewritten as

with eigenvalues AI' A2 , ...Am and eigenvectors X,; X2 ,•••Xm , then

A'P='PA (3.3.5)

where

'P = [Xl'X2, .. ·,Xm] (3.3.6)

and
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A=

o

o

(3.3.7)

From linear algebra, if A is symmetric, then \{I is orthogonal and

(3.3.8)

Premultiplying Equation (3.3.5) by \{It gives

(3.3.9)

indicating that the eigenvalues of \{ItA\{I, which is known as the orthogonal

transformation of A, are the same as those of A. The problem of finding the

eigenvalues is reduced to finding the \{I matrix.

The \{I matrix is determined by repeatedly using a unitary matrix or plane rotation

matrix R. If

Al =A

A2 = R!AIRI
A3 = R�A2R2 = R�R�ARtR2

(3.3.10)

then as k � 00
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(3.3.11)

and

(3.3.12)

The unitary transformation matrix R, used, eliminates the matrix elements a;q and a�

of Ak• It is given by

Rpp = Rqq = coss ,

Rpq = -Rqp = -sine,

Rjj = 1 for i '* p, q and

Rij = 0 elsewhere.

(3.3.13)

The value of e is determined by

k+! k+! ( k k) e' e k ( 2 e
. 2 e ) 0a

pq
= a

qp
= - a

pp
+ a

qq
cos sm + a

pq
cos - sm =. (3.3.14)

Solving for e explicitly gives

2ak
tan2e =

pq for - 45° < e < 45°
k k

app -aqq

(3.3.15)

or

(3.3. 16a)

and
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(3.3.16b)

Equation (3.3.10) requires an infinite number of transformations because the elimination

of elements a
pq

and a
qp
in one step will usually undo the eliminations ofprevious steps

in the same row or column. The transformations of (3.3.1 0) converge, however, and the

process is stopped when all the off-diagonal elements become negligible in magnitude.

Modified Jacobi Method

As already seen, the normal strategy for finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors is to first

reduce the matrix to a simpler form. The Givens reduction method [25] is a modification

of the Jacobi method that reduces the matrix to a tridiagonal form rather than a diagonal

form. Unlike the Jacobi method, this procedure is exact in a finite number of steps

(m2 /2 for an m X m matrix). An alternative, and preferred method, is the Householder

method [25]. It is as stable as the Givens method, and twice as efficient requiring only

m - 2 orthogonal transformations for an m xm matrix. A new Fast Givens method [25]

is equally efficient but has yet to become popular because it must be monitored for

overflows and it requires periodic rescaling of variables. Full details of the Householder

method as well as a Fortran subroutine are found in Numerical Recipes in Fortran [25].

Once the original, real, symmetric matrix has been reduced, an implicit QR algorithm is

used to determine the eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix [25]. Inverse iteration is used
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to compute the eigenvectors of the tridiagonal matrix [25]. This is followed by

orthogonalization of these vectors. The eigenvectors of the original matrix are computed

by back transforming those of the tridiagonal matrix.

The IMSL subroutine EVESF implements this method, computing the largest or smallest

eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of a real symmetric matrix. The

reduction routine is based on the routine TRED2 [25]. The rational QR algorithm is

called the PWK algorithm [28]. The inverse iteration and orthogonalization computation

is discussed in Hanson [29]. The back transformation routine is based on the EISPACK

routine TRBAKI [30].

General Real Matrix Method

The previous methods are for symmetric or Hermitian matrices. It is impossible to

design equally satisfactory algorithms for the non-symmetric case. There are two

reasons for this. First, eigenvalues of non-symmetric matrices are extremely sensitive to

small changes in the matrix elements. Second, non-symmetric matrices may not have a

complete set of eigenvectors. These are intrinsic problems that can not be cured [25].

Rounding errors in computation, another unavoidable problem, only amplifies the first

of these intrinsic problems.

The IMSL subroutine EVCRG computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a general

real matrix. The matrix is first balanced [25]. Orthogonal similarity transformations are

used to reduce the balanced matrix to a real upper Hessenberg matrix [25]. The implicit
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double-shifted QR algorithm is used to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this

Hessenberg matrix [25]. The eigenvectors are normalized such that each has Euclidean

length of value one. The largest component is real and positive.

The balancing routine is based on the routine BALANC [25]. The reduction routine is

based on the EISPACK routines ORTHES and ORTRAN. The QR algorithm routine is

based on the EISPACK routine HQR2 [29] [30].

Power Method

The most commonly used true iterative method is the Power method. The method is

suitable when either the greatest or least eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of a

symmetric or Hermitian matrix is required. The success of the method is based on the

following property of a matrix A:

(3.3.17)

where Y is an initial guess at the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue

Amax, and (An+ly); is the ith element of the vector formed by the process

A1Y=AY

A2y =A(Aly)
A3y = A(A2y)

(3.3.18)
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lim(A nY)= Xmax .

11400
(3.3.19)

The eigenvector Xmax corresponding to Amax is found from (3.3.18) where

The next greatest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector can be found by

transforming the matrix A to a matrix A+ where the previous Amax has been shifted to

zero but the remaining eigenvalues and eigenvectors are unchanged. The transformed

matrix is

(3.3.20)

where

A +

Xmax = 0 and

A "X, = A;Xj for i ':1= max.

(3.3.21)

To find the smallest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector, Equation (3.3.1) is pre-

multiplied by the inverse of A to obtain

(3.3.22)

In this form, the iteration converges to the largest eigenvalue (1/ A )max of matrix A-I,

which corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue Amin ofmatrix A.
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In the power method, errors propagate from one stage to the next. This leads to

increasingly inaccurate results for subsequent eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
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Chapter 4: The Finite Difference Mode Matching Method

4.1 Introduction

In the proposed method, FDMM (Finite Difference Mode Matching), complex multi

layer ceramic integrated circuit structures, such as the third order low pass filter (see

schematic in Figure 4.1.1) in Figure 4.1.2 and Figure 4.1.3 are sub-divided into regions

with uniform cross-section (see Figure 4.1.4 through Figure 4.1.7).

The orthogonal or normal modes in these regions are found by the planar finite

difference techniques discussed in Chapter 3. Alternatively, the finite element method

(FEM) could be used if the structures included complex non-rectangular geometry or

inhomogeneous materials. The finite element method, however, generates non-physical

modes all over the eigenvalue spectrum [31]. These spurious modes do not exist in the

scalar finite difference formulation because, unlike the vector finite element method, the

operator is positive definite. The finite difference method is, currently, well suited to the

applications of potential interest.



L

input output

Figure 4.1.1: Third order low pass filter schematic.

loop
inductor

multi-layer
capacitors

�

Figure 4.1.2: Third order low pass Ie filter.
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Figure 4.1.3: Third order low pass Ie filter back-view.

Figure 4.1.4: Sub-divided low pass filter and region 1.
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Figure 4.1.5: Low pass filter regions 2 and 3.

Figure 4.1.6: Low pass filter regions 4 and 5.
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Figure 4.1.7: Low pass filter regions 6 and 7.

The mode matching technique of Chapter 2 is applied to find the relationship between

modal coefficients in each region. This must be done numerically, since the normal

modes or eigenfunctions are discretely determined as grids of field values. The

relationship may then be used to find other characteristic properties of the structure such

as the modal scattering matrix or the modal impedance.

As an initial test case, the finite difference mode matching method was applied to an H

plane discontinuity in a rectangular waveguide (Figure 4.2.1). This permitted

verification of the results with analytical mode matching.

4.2 Implementation
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Figure 4.2.1: H-plane Discontinuity (dimensions in centimeters).

The finite difference method discussed in Chapter 3 was used to determine the

eigenvalues and normal modes in the waveguides on either side of the discontinuity. An

error of less than 10% for the dominant mode impedance was obtained with eighteen

modes in the wide region, six modes in the narrow region, and a grid spacing of one

millimeter. The complete coarse test set of eighteen modes in the wide region, TE Hz

and TM Ez, is plotted in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2; the lowest modes are plotted in

Figure 4.2.2 and Figure 4.2.3. The complete coarse test set of six modes in the narrow

region, TE Hz and TM Ez, is plotted in Appendix 3 and Appendix 4; the lowest modes

are plotted in Figure 4.2.4 and Figure 4.2.5.
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Figure 4.2.2: Lowest TE mode in wide region with k; = 22,342m".

Figure 4.2.3: Lowest TM mode in the wide region with k; = 120,227 m".
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Figure 4.2.4: Lowest TE mode in the narrow region with k; = 97,887 m-2.
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Figure 4.2.5: Lowest TM mode in the narrow region with k; = 295,950 m".
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(4.2.1)

The transverse fields associated with the longitudinal (z-directed) normal modes on

either side of the discontinuity were found using finite difference approximations, based

on Equation (3.1.3), of Equations (2.2.12) through (2.2.15). That is

and

(4.2.2)

for TE modes, and

(4.2.3)

and

(4.2.4)

for TM modes.

The coupling matrix, Equation (2.2.29), is then

II cf>
a.p (i,j)' cf> c,q (!,j)

H ==J�·=i�__ ��
__

��

pq II cf>
a,p (i,j). cf> a,p (!,j)

j i

(4.2.5)
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where <I>
a.p

is the transverse field of the p th mode on the a-side (wide side) of the

discontinuity and <I>
c.q

is the transverse field of the q th mode on the c-side (narrow

side) of the discontinuity.

The admittance matrix in region r is given by

([e _e.]1/2 JY ..
=_1_ 0 C,l

r,1j 1207t k
o

(4.2.6)
for i = j

Y .. = 0 for i::/= jr,1j

where k;,i is the eigenvalue of the i th mode in region r, and ko is the free space

wavenumber of the input signal.

The scattering parameters can now be determined with the traditional mode matching

procedure, Equations (2.2.38) through (2.2.41). The result, at a frequency of 10.14

gigaherz is

s = [(- 0.971,+0.240) (- 0.882,+0.107)1.
(- 0.041,-0.340) (+ 0.250,-0. 152)J

The corresponding normalized susceptance is B = -8.2 rr'.

This compares reasonably well with the conventionally determined (see Chapter 2)

scattering matrix
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s = [(- 0.967,+0.254) (- 0.883,+0.114)1,
(- 0.043,-0.337) (+ 0.21 0,-0.15l)J

and susceptance B = -7.7 0-1 [12].

If the number of modes is increased to 43 and 21 on the wide and narrow side of the

discontinuity, and the grid spacing is reduced to one halfmillimeter the results are:

s = [(- 0.967,+0.257) (- 0.899,+0.117)1
(- 0.045,-0.343) (+ 0.234,-0. 157)J

and B = -7.7 0-1•

4.3 Verification

The results of the finite difference mode matching for the H-plane discontinuity of

Figure 4.2.1 were verified in two stages. Initially, the finite difference approximation of

the eigenvalues was compared with the exact values calculated using Equation (2.2.10).

The results are given in Table 4.3.1 through Table 4.3.4. Subsequently, the scattering

parameters and normalized susceptances were obtained for large (c I a = 1 I 3 ), medium

(cl a = 112), and small (cl a = 2/3) H-plane steps at frequencies 8.14,10.14 and 12.14

GHz. These results were compared with the convergent solution found using analytical

mode matching as tabulated in Table 4.3.5 through Table 4.3.7, and with crude

experimental results reported in Marcuvitz [32] as shown in Figure 4.3.1.



The variations in normalized susceptance of the H-plane discontinuity with step size and

frequency are summarized in Figure 4.3.2.

Table 4.3.1: Eighteen smallest TE mode eigenvalues (k; m") in the 2.1 x 1.0 cm region.

FDM-coarse FDM Mode Index Exact % Difference

(242 nodes) (903 nodes) (m, n) ( FDM, Exact)

22,342 22,378 1,0 22,380 0.0

88,858 89,342 2,0 89,520 0.0

97,891 98,476 0, 1 98,696 0.2

120,230 120,860 1, 1 121,076 0.2

186,743 187,842 2, 1 188,216 0.2

198,063 200,577 3,0 201,420 0.4

295,951 299,055 3, 1 300,117 0.4

347,524 355,418 4,0 358,081 0.7

381,966 391,540 0,2 394,784 0.8

404,304 413,920 1,2 417,164 0.8

405,410 453,911 4,1 456,777 0.6

470,821 480,902 2,2 484,304 0.7

533,894 553,009 5,0 559,501 1.2

580,027 592,123 3,2 596,205 0.7

631,783 651,498 5, 1 658,197 1.0

729,491 746,954 4,2 752,865 0.8

753,021 792,256 6,0 805,682 1.7

824,431 871,943 0,3 888,264 1.8
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Table 4.3.2: Eighteen smallest TM mode eigenvalues (k; m -2) in the 2.1 x 1.0 em

region.

FDM-coarse FDM Mode Index Exact % Difference

(180 nodes) (779 nodes) (m, n) ( FDM, Exact)

120,277 120,817 1, 1 121,076 0.2

186,740 187,869 2, 1 188,216 0.2

295,952 299,064 3, 1 300,117 0.4

404,307 413,919 1,2 417,164 0.8

445,410 453,887 4, 1 456,777 0.6

470,822 480,900 2,2 484,304 0.7

580,031 592,124 3,2 596,205 0.7

631,783 651,506 5, 1 658,197 1.0

729,488 746,970 4,2 752,865 0.8

846,771 890,744 6, 1 904,378 1.5

850,908 894,318 1,3 910,644 1.8

913,284 944,554 5,2 954,286 1.0

915,862 961,297 2,3 977,785 1.7

1,022,491 1,072,523 3,3 1,089,685 1.6

1,097,888 1,170,287 7, 1 1,195,319 2.1

1,134,985 1,183,789 6,2 1,200,466 1.4

1,191,951 1,227,378 4,3 1,246,345 1.5

1,358,327 1,424,970 5,3 1,447,766 1.6
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Table 4.3.3: Six smallest TE mode eigenvalues (k; m") in the 0.7x1.0 em region.

FDM-coarse FDM Mode Index Exact % Difference

(88 nodes) (315 nodes) (m, n) ( FDM, Exact)

97,887 98,477 0, 1 98,696 0.2

198,062 200,573 1,0 201,420 0.4

295,950 299,068 1, 1 300,117 0.3

381,965 391,545 0,2 394,784 0.8

580,027 592,114 1,2 596,205 0.7

753,019 792,248 2,0 805,682 1.7

Table 4.3.4: Six smallest TM mode eigenvalues (k; m") in the 0.7 x 1.0 em region.

FDM-coarse FDM Mode Index Exact % Difference

(54 nodes) (247 nodes) (m, n) ( FDM, Exact)

295,950 299,076 1, 1 300,117 0.3

580,028 592,124 1,2 596,205 0.7

850,907 890,744 2, 1 904,378 1.5

1,022,492 1,072,496 1,3 1,089,685 1.6

1,134,985 1,183,779 2,2 1,200,466 1.4

1,577,450 1,664,192 2,3 1,693,946 1.8
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Table 4.3.5: FDMM results for H-plane discontinuity with c I a = 1/3 at frequencies

8.14, 10.14, and 12.14 GHz.

FDMM MM % Difference

8.14 GHz SIl (-.991, +.134) (-.991, +.134) (0.0,0.0)

s21 (+.012, +.181) (+.012, +.177) (0.0,2.3)

sl2 (+.916, -.062) (+.899, -.060) (1.9, 3.3)

S22 (+.256, -.083) (+.232, -.080) (l0.,3.8)

B (n-I) -14.7 -14.9 1.3

10.14 GHz SIl (-.967, +.257) (-.967,+.254) (0.0, 1.2)

S21 (+.045, +.344) (+.043, +.337) (4.7,2.1)

sl2 (+.899, -.117) (+.883, -.114) (1.2,2.6)

S22 (+.234, -.157) (+.210, -.151) (11.,4.0)

B (n-I) --7.7 -7.8 1.3

12.14 Ghz SIl (-.931, +.364) (-.933, +.359) (0.2, 1.4)

S21 (+.092, +.488) (+.089, +.478) (3.4,2.1)

sl2 (+.876, -.165) (+.859, -.160) (2.0,3.1)

S22 (+.203, -.221) (+.178, -.212) (14.,4.2)

B (n-I) -5.3 -5.4 1.9



Table 4.3.6: FDMM results for H-plane discontinuity with c / a = 11 2 at frequencies

8.14, 10.14, and 12.14 GHz.

FDMM MM % Difference

8.14 GHz Sll (-.943, +.334) (-.944, +.331) (0.1,0.9)

S21 (+.065, +.380) (+.064, +.376) (1.6, 1.1)

S12 (+1.13, -.196) (+1.13, -.192) (0.0,2.1)

S22 (+.320, -.223) (+.308, -.218) (3.9,2.3)

B (n-I) -5.8 -5.9 1.7

10.14 GHz Sll (-.776, +.631) (-.780, +.626) (0.5,0.8)

S21 (+.256, +.719) (+.250, +.712) (2.4, 1.0)

S12 (+ 1.00, -.357) (+.995, -.350) (0.5,2.0)

S22 +.147, -.406) (+.155, -.398) (5.2,2.0)

B (n-I) -2.8 -2.8 0.0

12.14 Ghz SII (-.480, +.877) (-.492, +.871) (2.4,0.7)

S21 (+.595, +1.00) (+.580, +.994) (2.6,0.6)

sl2 (+.767, -.454) (+.763, -.445) (0.5,2.0)

S22 (-.107, -.520) (-.112, -.508) (4.5,2.4)

B (n-I) -1.7 -1.7 0.0
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Table 4.3.7: FDMM results for H-plane discontinuity with c / a = 2/3 at frequencies

8.14, 10.14, and 12.14 GHz.

FDMM MM % Difference

8.14 GHz SI1 (-.754, +.658) (-.750, +.661) (0.5, 1.1)

S21 (+.259, +.691) (+.261, +.692) (0.8,0.1)

S12 (+1.23, -.461) (+1.23, -.467) (0.0, 1.3)

S22 (+.303, -.485) (+.304, -.488) (0.3,0.1)

B (Q-I) -2.7 -2.6 3.8

10.14 GHz SI1 (+.114, +.994) (+.120, +.993) (5.0,0.1)

S21 (+1.17, +1.05) (+1.18, +1.04) (0.8, 1.0)

S12 (+.500, -.561) (+.501, -.565) (0.2,0.7)

S22 (-.468, -.591) (-.468, -.593) (0.0,0.3)

B (Q-I) -.89 -.89 0.0

12.14 Ghz SI1 (+.184, +.181) (+.188, +.181) (2.1,0.0)

S21 (+1.25, +.186) (+1.25, +.184) (0.0, 1.1)

S12 (+.730, +.108) (+.728, +.107) (0.3,0.9)

S22 (-.228, +.120) (-.232, +.119) (1.7,0.8)

B (Q-I) -.25 -.25 0.0
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Figure 4.3.1: Comparison ofFDMM, analytic MM, and experimental normalized

susceptance for a / Ao = 1.4 .
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Chapter 5: Conclusions

5.1 Current Work

The objective of this thesis was to describe a new hybrid method, finite difference mode

matching (FDMM) that would be an alternative to existing methods for full

electromagnetic analysis of three-dimensional structures.

In FDMM, the structure is sub-divided into regions with uniform cross-section. The

orthogonal modes in these regions are found by planar finite difference techniques. The

technique was applied to rectangular waveguides of variable dimensions. The normal

modes and the corresponding cutoff frequencies for those modes were found to an

accuracy ofbetter than 1%.

The mode matching technique is used to find the relationship between modal

coefficients in each region. The method was applied numerically to an H-plane

discontinuity between two rectangular waveguides of differing widths. The resultant

coupling coefficients were used to predict the scattering parameters for the junction with

an accuracy of 5% or better using a maximum of 50 normal modes. Dominant mode

impedances were determined from the scattering parameters with a typical accuracy of
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2% or better. The results agreed with crude experimental measurements for waveguide

widths differing by a factor of less than three.

The potential speed and memory efficiency advantage of FDMM can be demonstrated

by referring to the structure in Figure 5.1.1. If the three-dimensional structure is

discretized into 20 nodes along each axis, the resulting matrix operator is 8000 by 8000

elements. On the other hand, if the transverse plane in each region is similarly

discretized, the result is 7 operators, each 400 by 400 elements. If 50 normal modes in

each region are matched to the adjacent regions, the coupling and scattering parameter

matrices are 50 by 50 elements. This represents a significant gain in computational

efficiency.

Figure 5.1.1: Example structure.



5.2 Future Work

Work that could still be done includes:

• application of the technique to complex structures, such as MCIC (Multi-layer

Ceramic Integrated Circuit) devices that cannot be solved analytically,

• verification of the results for complex structures,

• timing tests to measure the performance relative to other techniques, and

• FEMM (Finite Element Mode Matching) of structures with non-rectangular

geometry and/or inhomogeneous materials.
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Appendix 1: Coarse TE modes for wide-side ofR-plane discontinuity

Appendices
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Appendix 2: Coarse TM modes for wide-side ofH-plane discontinuity
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Appendix 3: Coarse TE modes for narrow-side ofR-plane discontinuity
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Appendix 4: Coarse™ modes for narrow-side ofR-plane discontinuity
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